Nursery School

THE BEGINNING of the best eclectic development

The nursery school curriculum is based in the multidimensional development (cognitive, affective, social and motor) of our kids, directed with programmes that stimulates the abilities and skills that our students already have. We promote the development of the all-round child in safe, harmonic and comfortable environments we introduce them to a broad, exciting programme of learning through some of the best recognised forms of teaching and focusing on art, music and performing arts, language, science, IT, and sports.
DEVELOPMENT AREAS
- Socialisation
- Habits and routines
- Body smart - Corporal scheme
- Autonomy
- Emotional expression
- Values and Rules
- Self-esteem
- Group and cooperative values
- Gender roles

Spanish Academy:
- Language comprehension
- Language expression
- Social Language
- Math-Smart: Logic-mathematical structure

Multilingual programme: Global baby method
- French
- Italian
- German
- Chinese
- Portuguese
- Japanese
- Russian

English academy:
- Basic language structure (Phonics, Listening and speaking)
- Basic maths structure
- Basic science and social studies knowledge

Baby stars: Infant stimulation programme
- Psychomotor learning skills and abilities (fine and gross motor skills)
- Sensitive activities and abilities
- Massage stimulation programme

Workshops
- Culinary arts
- Rhythms and songs
- Musical instruments
- Corporal development
- Drawing and painting
- Ballet

Our facilities and additional services
- Value's education
- Values campaign and reinforcement
- Infirmary
- After school programme: 14:30 to 20:00
- Meals and cafeteria service
- Homework orientation workshop

Community programme:
- Educational related Talks
- Extra Academic help
- Educational psychologist and orientation
- Consultancy service

8:00am
2:00pm